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The MPA network will help 
protect pelagic fish populations 

such as these rainbow runners

Gabon’s Marine Protected Areas make up one of  
Africa’s largest underwater conservation projects 

a t the 2017 United nations ocean conference, held in 
new York, president ali Bongo ondimba announced 
the creation of a massive marine protected areas 

(mpa) network in gabon. it comprises nine new marine 
parks and 11 aquatic reserves. the initiative expands the 
country’s protected waters by 53,000sqkm, – a little over 26 
per cent of its territorial sea and exclusive economic Zone 
(eeZ) – making it one of africa’s largest protected aquatic 
zones. “our marine ecosystems are as rich and precious 
as our better-known rainforests, and we had to do for the 
oceans what my father, the late president omar Bongo 
ondimba, did for the forests when he created 13 national 
parks in 2002,” remarked the president.

marine biodiversity faces serious threat, with over 70 
per cent of global fish stocks being overexploited or collapsed. 
add to this, the damaged state of coral reefs. With only four 

per cent of the world’s oceans being under formal marine 
protected areas, president Bongo’s announcement was well 
received to say the least. gabon’s waters are home to the 
largest breeding populations of leatherback and olive ridley 
sea turtles, and 20 species of whales and dolphins, including 
humpback whales and atlantic humpback dolphins. many 
threatened species of sharks and rays – such as great 
hammerhead sharks, manta rays, whale sharks and tiger 
sharks – can also be found here. 

WaVes of change
the project is the result of a month-long expedition spent 
trailing gabon’s 800-kilometre coastline in 2012. the 
research was organized by renowned marine conservationist 
ted Waitt, in collaboration with national geographic pristine 
seas, Wildlife conservation society’s (Wcs) gabon chapter, 
and agence nationale des parcs nationaux (national parks 
agency, anpn). the team was led by national geographic 
explorers-in-residence and conservationists Dr enric sala 
and mike Fay.

the findings of the same were featured in the 2013 
national geographic film titled ‘Wild gabon’ and presented 
to president ondimba aboard marine research vessel, plan B. 
on discovering the incredible biological treasures of gabon’s 
ocean world as well as the threats posed to the ecosystem 
by illegal fisheries, the president initiated gabon Blue. the 
conservation programme, under the leadership of Fay and 
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Going Coastal 
Gabon’s Marine Protected Areas make up one of  
Africa’s largest underwater conservation projects 

Atlantic humpback dolphins 
patrol the forested coast
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Marine Conservation
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